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An Introduction to Early Childhood Education presents a constructivist approach to early childhood education (birth to grade 3) and care programs that is dedicated to the development of the whole child—physical, social, emotional, and intellectual. With its practical orientation; personal voice; appealing photographs, videos, authentic children’s classroom work; and engaging stories, it allows readers to visualize effective classroom practices. Produced in December 2014 by Pearson, this release of Who Am I In The Lives Of Children? by Stephanie Feeney, Eva Moravcik and Sherry Nolte gives 640 pages of quality information. Encompassing thorough Education subjects, the author of Who Am I in the Lives of Children?
Welcome to the eleventh edition of Who Am I in the Lives of Children? an introduction to the field of early childhood education. Our purpose in writing this book is to support you in becoming a professional who can enhance the development of young children in early childhood education programs. We feel strongly that in order for you to become a skilled early childhood educator, you must develop your own style and a professional philosophy that reflects your values and guides your actions. Your journey will be an exciting one; a venture that will be shaped both by your unique experiences, value